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‘Prevention is better than cure’, as the old adage
goes, and few could argue that focusing on
fire prevention and suppression saves lives.

On-board a coach or bus, where passengers are packed
closely together, and where the harsh operational con-
ditions in the engine compartment create the circum-
stances for a potentially volatile situation, the
risk-factor is particularly high. If a fire starts in such a
vehicle, the threat to human life from the flames and
toxic fumes will inevitably be significant. “Many people
assume that fire suppression systems are already a
standard requirement in buses worldwide – unfortu-
nately they are not,” notes Mr Pfriem. And indeed, the

long roll-call of fatal bus fires across the world in
recent years is a grim reminder of the urgent need
for this precarious status to change. 
“More encouragingly,” he continues, “last year

around 50 countries across the world started to follow
the new UNECE Regulation 107.” This progressive
directive follows a staggered phase of regulation in the
years ahead – in accordance with the class of a vehicle
– and will ultimately require all new buses and coaches
(Class I through to III) in those markets to be fitted
with a VFSS by 2021. “This therefore represents a
huge period of transition for the market,” observes Mr
Pfriem – and clearly also a huge opportunity for Dafo
Vehicle Fire Protection as an international market
leader and possibly the most innovative player world-
wide in this specialist segment.
The firm certainly boasts an impressive heritage –

indeed, the Swedish family-owned group from which it
originates was established a century ago, in 1919, and
has gone on to become the biggest Nordic supplier of
fire safety and rescue equipment today. Expanding at
an impressive rate even within this successful context,
the decision was made to separate the vehicle fire
detection and suppression operations from Dafo Brand
AB’s core fire safety equipment business. Dafo Vehicle
Fire Protection became its own company in 2018, thus
enabling it to focus entirely on this specialist area, and
to cater to an array of commercial vehicles spanning
not only buses and coaches, but also those operated
in forestry, port, mining, waste management, military
and agricultural environments. Since then, the firm
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DRIVING THE FIRE
SAFETY AGENDA
With a century–long expertise in fire safety solutions, Dafo was one of the first companies
in the world to develop vehicle fire suppression systems (VFSS) for commercial use
and is today one of the leaders in this specialist field. Its journey over the decades has
been one of pioneering progress, having introduced many ‘firsts’ in fire protection for buses,
coaches and an array of other commercial vehicles. Mr Holger Pfriem – Dafo Vehicle Fire
Protection AB’s Business Manager for Asia and Australasia – tells Industry Networker
this evolution continues today, with innovations for the EV market, alongside the
imminent launch of Dafo Asia. 
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has strengthened its global network via associated
distributors operating under the Dafo brand (in juris-
dictions such as Chile, Brazil, Australia, South Africa,
Spain, Germany, the UK, and the Middle East), and
via Dafo-owned companies – in the US, in Finland,
and now also in Malaysia with the imminent launch
of its new Dafo Asia company.

Pioneer in VFSS technology
“It was back in 1975 when Dafo became one of 
the first companies in the world to start developing
vehicle fire suppression systems (VFSS) – initially
for Sweden’s booming forestry machinery market,”
reports Mr Pfriem. “Such machinery was often at risk
of catching fire, and also jeopardising the surrounding
forest,” he reports, going on to remind us of the
voracious wildfires that swept through Sweden 
last summer (as far north as the Arctic Circle) – an
example of this environment at its most hazardous.
Similar conditions were seen back in the 1970s,
leading loss-making insurance firms to demand on-
board extinguishing systems on machinery used for
forestry, peat and chipping.
As the pioneering force in the industry, Dafo learned

the hard way – experimenting and testing everything,
and positioning itself at the forefront in terms of
advancing this specialist area. “From BCF Halon in
1976 – an effective fire suppressant, although not envi-
ronmentally friendly – Dafo moved on to a dry chem-
ical powder system in 1986. This too had its set-backs,
given the risk it posed in terms of reignition, as well
as corrosion – something particularly problematic in
the event of a false release of the system,” advises
Mr Pfriem. Later, in 1993, the firm would launch a
liquid-based system in pressurised tanks. “However,
we discovered that utilising pressurised fire extin-
guishing tanks was not ideal for vehicles either – the
vibration and the heat changes in a vehicle presents
the risk of leakage, which would reduce the effective-
ness of the system. Thereafter, in the year 2000, we
switched from pressurised to non-pressurised detec-
tion, and in 2003 changed to unpressurised tanks to

increase the reliability of the systems,” he reports.
“We have undoubtedly benefited from the time and

experience required to fully refine our solution over
the decades,” he continues. “The outcome is that since
2016 we have been installing a VFSS that is entirely
pressure-free. This is without precedent in this seg-
ment – all other systems have some sort of pressure.
Yet our ‘Vulcan’ system relies on a pressure generator,
a device that generates the pressure only when the
system gets released. Resultantly, it cannot lose any
pressure, making it an inherently safer system.” 
The firm works with the international vehicle

OEMs, to install its systems at the production line
stage. “We also work directly with operators – the con-
tainer port operators, the bus operators, the owners of
forest machines, mining companies and so on,” Mr
Pfriem advises. “An interesting current installation
project is actually for the biggest bus operator in Hong
Kong, KMB, for whom we are retrofitting 2,900 buses.
As you can imagine, this is a huge undertaking,
requiring significant planning and co-ordination.”

Expertise for an electric era   
Dafo’s most recent VFSS development relates to the
evolution of the motor vehicle itself – that is, the rise
of the electric vehicle (EV). As you might expect, the
requirements for fire suppression systems to be effec-
tive on such vehicles differ to that of the traditional
combustion engine vehicle, in terms of what must be
protected. “There are a number of ‘protection zones’
that we identify for electric vehicles – the auxiliary
heater, the battery compartment, the electrical cabinet,
and, in the case of hybrid vehicles, we must still con-
sider the engine compartments too. And each of those
zones requires different agents and their own detec-
tion parameters.” 
Dafo’s concept for a solution to effectively suppress

fire on-board EVs is in the process of being refined in
tandem with the regulations that will ultimately govern
the use of EV fire suppression systems around the
world. “We actually launched our EV system last year,
having worked with OEMs at the factory stage in
Europe and in China – and we have also done some
retrofit installations in Italy, Sweden and elsewhere,”
Mr Pfriem reports. 
Beyond that, Dafo is leading an EU-funded project

that commenced in 2017 with a focus on developing
systems incorporating both the most effective fire
suppression agents for fires in EVs, but more heavily
weighted on improved detection technologies – Mr
Pfriem explains why. “You can extinguish the fire on a
Li-ion battery at the very beginning, but not once the
fire has taken hold – then it becomes a real problem.
Therefore, while we of course need a fire suppressant
agent, more focus will actually be on the fire detection
side. Here, we can improve on existing functions like
cell-level monitoring, by utilising algorithms to predict
incidences and act by either shutting down the elec-
trical flow or extinguishing the fire at a very early stage.
However, most fires in EVs will occur because of ‡
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circumstances other than the battery – in the other
aforementioned protection zones, so these are also
areas of focus for the project.” 

Built to last
Dafo group celebrates its centenary in 2019 – and it
is certainly not by chance that a firm achieves such
longevity and excellent international reputation. Mr
Pfriem puts the success down to a staunchly long-
termist outlook – one focused on lasting relation-
ships with clients and on evolving in tandem with
their requirements, alongside an unerring obsession
for quality and reliability for the actual systems 
and technology. 
“You must always think: ‘What does the customer

want?’ The answer is a system that works, that gives
you no trouble, and that offers a low cost of ownership.
Of course, it would be possible to be a company that
trades a very cheap system – such a company would
then benefit immensely from the aftermarket, as parts
would require changing all the time and things would
break, and there would probably be false releases of
the system. Such a company is looking only for short-
term business, and that is a path that we will not take.
Instead, we actually cut our aftermarket by selling
systems that are highly reliable, with a low cost of
ownership and on which parts rarely require changing.
This outcome results in happy customers – it’s some-
times not the easiest path to take, but ultimately we
see that our concept works,” he remarks, adding that
as the oldest, most experienced company in its field,
Dafo is able to essentially sell its expertise in the form
of undertaking risk assessments and advising OEMs,
amongst other services.  
Everybody is happy to get a cheap purchase price,

yet opting for the cheapest fire safety system could be
the difference between life and death, Mr Pfriem
points out. “Such tragedies occur more frequently than
you might expect today in terms of bus fires across the
world – and often those fires happen on buses that
have sub-standard fire suppression systems on-board.
So, it’s ultimately about changing people’s mindsets.”

Asian advancement
Backing up the brand’s integrity is Dafo’s highly trained
personnel, and as the firm continues to advance and
strengthen its international presence, inculcating its
well-honed expertise in the staff representing it across
territories both new and established will become an
even more crucial endeavour, suggests Mr Pfriem. “We
are developing a competent external team via Dafo’s
owned companies to ensure they do a good job in all
areas – service, installation, trouble-shooting, what-
ever is needed. And this is the current task in hand in
terms of building up the capability at the new Dafo
Asia company. Vehicle fire suppression systems are
obviously a very specialist and complex area, meaning
we have very high requirements of the people who we
employ. On top of that, there is the language require-
ment as well,” points out Mr Pfriem – a German

national who moved to Sweden in 1990 (and 
learnt the language), and who has been involved in
building up the company’s export business since he
joined the firm in 2004. Until 2015 Mr Pfriem was
Dafo’s Director of Export, although he is now shifting
his attention to head up the new Dafo Asia company
in Malaysia.   
“Dafo Asia will be a JV with Malaysian firm SRI – a

major producer of fire protection materials and a well
known company in the sector,” Mr Pfriem informs. “I
will be the Managing Director of Dafo Asia, which will
be established in Kuala Lumpur to cover the territory
of South East Asia and China, as well as Australia and
New Zealand. We’ve been working on this new ven-
ture for many months now, and I’m pleased to say the
company will officially launch in a matter of weeks’
time,” he reveals, adding: “Asia holds huge potential
– the whole market is awakening.”

Flourishing market for fire suppression
Looking at the vehicle fire suppression system market
more broadly, with around 50 countries worldwide
having already adopted a regulation stipulating that
from 2021 all new buses and coaches must be fitted
with a VFSS, and many more class-specific deadlines
for installation set to come into force prior to that (see
box above), the opportunity for a leading innovator
like Dafo to thrive in new markets is abundantly clear.
“Our plan is to further develop our global network,

but also to develop the product itself – we’re constantly
searching for new solutions and we invest five per cent
of the company’s annual turnover in R&D, alongside
investing substantially in certification,” asserts Mr
Pfriem in closing. “We continue to evolve – and our
product will continue to evolve in tandem with new
standards and the needs of the market. We are always
awake, we are always on the move, and we are always
developing – and we intend to continue to be one of
the leaders in the field when it comes to fire-fighting
systems for vehicles, and especially in terms of devising
new solutions.”                                                           o

UNECE REGULATION 107
AND WHAT IT MEANS
• All new models of coaches (Class III) to be
equipped with vehicle fire suppression systems
(as of July 2018); all new coaches (not only
new models) to be kitted out with VFSS from
July 2019.
• From July 2020, all new models of Inter City
Buses (Class II) to be equipped with VFSS, and
all new vehicles in that category to carry VFSS
from July 2021.
• All City Bus (Class I) models to be fitted with
VFSS from July 2020, and all new vehicles in that
category to be fitted with VFSS from July 2021.
• In 2018, 52 countries adopted the regulation
worldwide; many more will inevitably follow in
the years ahead.


